
CS131B Instructor’s notes 2022

2 Server

Key terms: hills ssh $ python3 send tally

Exercise: Log into hills and figure out the pathname of your home
directory.

Reading: Kevin Heard’s “UNIX Tutorial” 1 through 53

Programming for this course takes place on the Linux server hills.ccsf.edu,
which is a UNIX machine, running Red Hat Enterprise Linux. Log in from
any online device with an ssh (Secure Shell) client – frequently by that
name. Most systems already have it installed; for older Windows systems
that do not, a convenient 3rd party alternative is called PuTTY.4 Your pass-
word will be “masked” as you are typing it, so don’t think your keyboard
has stopped working.

Once you log in, your command shell will start in your home directory.
You must understand the difference between an absolute pathname starting
with the root, like /proc/1/limits and a pathname relative to your working
directory, like programming/homework.py — only the former starts with a
slash. You have access to all the classic UNIX tools (but no IDE — it’s a
terminal connection and won’t do X forwarding). One easy editor you can
use is nano (also known as pico in its copyright-encumbered form). Other
major editors are emacs, a maximalist option, and vim, a minimalist one.

This course requires consistent asynchronous participation on hills. Every
week, with some exceptions, you will write and send in a program, and
peer review others’ programs from the previous week. To accomplish these
acts we have the tools ~abrick/send and ~abrick/tally. The former is your
interface for submitting assignments and peer review; the latter outputs a
report whose length grows as the semester continues. This report indicates
which peer work you should review next, the comments your work has
received, the top submissions each week, and your current grade.

Filenames are always up to you, but the names of programs should end
in .py, and those of peer reviews in .pr. The lines of a peer review file
have two fields: the file code, and a specific, constructive commentary in
complete sentences, which should be both supportive and critical. These
lines cannot be wrapped and contain linebreaks; they should be long lines.
If you describe an error, make sure you include the input that triggered
it. If you encounter an irredeemably dishonest or irrelevant submission, to
write an explanatory comment that begins with the special marker “N/A”.
A sample peer review (code and commentary) follows:

tq This program meets the assignment prompt and is easy to
understand. However, why print out so many tangential
details? I found the crowded output to be confusing --
please consider streamlining it!

When you have composed your homework and your reviews, you will send
them in:

[yourname@hills ~]$ ~abrick/send myhomework.py
Success. Thank you for submitting your homework for 131B.
[yourname@hills ~]$ ~abrick/send reviews.pr
Success. Thank you for submitting your peer review for 131B.

Next, we will address the interpreter program in more detail.
3http://people.ischool.berkeley.edu/~kevin/unix-tutorial/toc.html
4https://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/
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